Introduction
Numerous applications of semiconductor lasers, including high resolution spectroscopy and wide bandwidth communication network systems, require means to tune their output to one or more specific wavelengths with a variety of spectral and temporal characteristics. In particular, narrow spectral line-width, high frequency modulation, and widely tunable wavelengths that cover the spectral range from visible to far-infrared are demanded. Radiation sources of high power, near-infrared diffraction limited and single frequency are also required for a myriad of scientific applications such as materials characterization or laser and amplifier pumping and frequency doubling. Pairs of such diode lasers with appropriately selected frequency were used to generate terahertz waves [1, 2] which have already become an important tool for penetrating solid objects in the quest to improve imaging technology. One of the key current trends in optical networking is redirecting of a time -division multiplexed (TDM) trend towards wavelength -division multiplexed (WDM) systems [3] . To provide an access to laser sources with the precise emission wavelengths required by the system becomes thus a great challenge in setting up any WDM network.
Unfortunately, in ordinary solitary diode lasers, because of the semiconductor's inherent broad gain spectrum, usually more than one mode will operate simultaneously resulting in multiple output wavelengths and broad spectral line-width. Such a laser is amenable to control only by externally induced variation of the energy gap and refractive index through changes in temperature or pressure as well as by variation of the injection current. The latter causes, however, simultaneous and inseparable shifts in the frequency, the output power and for a multimode laser the allocation of power among the various modes. Furthermore, a solitary diode laser is usually sensitive to optical feedback. It was observed long time ago that return beam may induce oscillations that appear in the laser output intensity and their frequency varies with the cavity length, laser design and operating conditions [4] .
To achieve single frequency operation, a special wavelength selection mechanism has to be built into the diode. Such mechanism may be either based on exploiting a wavelength selective loss which would be lowest for the selected wavelength or some kind of dispersers can be used to serve that purpose. Distributed feedback (DFB) lasers, distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers and their more advanced versions like sampled-grating DBRs (SG DBR) [5] and superstructure grating DBRs (SSG DBR) [6] , as well as vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSEL), can represent this group of devices. Such lasers can be tuned, alas, over only a limited spectral range by changing temperature or the current of the diode. The tuning range may also have gaps in it. In particular, tuning range of the VCSELs is limited by built-in wavelength resonant structures and therefore they will be excluded altogether from considerations in this review. The easiest way to obtain a really widely--tunable laser is perhaps to make a DFB array [7] but due to the increasing losses in the coupler, as a number of DBR lasers is increased, there is a trade-off between the tuning range and output power. Other monolithic solutions like a grating assisted co-directional coupler with rear sampled grating reflector (GCSR) have been demonstrated and implemented [8] yet they suffer from complicated tuning mechanism requiring the control of three or more currents.
However, the laser system can also be forced to operate in a single longitudinal mode by placing the diode laser in an external resonant cavity comprising a wavelength selector. Through insertion of the wavelength selective elements in the system, the external cavity configuration permits operation in a single mode with a line-width which is considerably less than that of a solitary laser diode. Moreover, selection and tunability of the emission wavelength by external control can be executed without the complications associated with variation of the temperature or pumping level. At the same time, such system retains the high efficiency which is characteristic of the injection laser while providing an output mode that can be spatially and spectrally superior to that of the solitary diode laser.
It is the purpose of this paper to review some topics related to the semiconductor lasers that use a waveguide resonant cavity extended beyond the solitary edge emitting laser. Such lasers are called "external cavity lasers" (ECL) or sometimes "extended cavity lasers" depending on subtle differences in the structure and operation [9] . They have been known since long time ago at least from the year 1964 [10] . However, their numerous virtues they now owe, mainly developments in the field of diode lasers or strictly speaking semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) are promising. This is why they still are the subject of interest and research and their properties are continuously being improved at pace with general progress in semiconductor technology and optoelectronics. Wavelength tunability is one of the main important features of these lasers and special attention will be paid to this particular property. To emphasize this intention, lasers will be termed "external cavity tunable lasers" (ECTL).
External cavity lasers the basics 2.1. Classification and definitions
Schematic diagrams of different presently known configurations of the ECTLs are given in Fig. 1 . An elementary ECL is displayed in Fig 1(a) . It consists of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) with the mirror like rear facet, a lens, and a reflector. The output from the SOA is collimated and redirected backwards. Function of the SOA usually performs a diode laser chip in which the rear and front facet have been coated with the high and very low reflectivity films, respectively. The intra-cavity lens is a critical element in the cavity design. Among various features, it is required that it should have a large aperture ratio in order to collect most of the divergent light emitted from the SOA. The reflector should provide optical feedback to excite lasing in the cavity. Changing position of the reflector will perturb frequency and spectrum of the emission. In general, reflectivity of the reflector must be wavelength dependent to enforce single frequency operation of the system. It may be then termed "a wavelength selector". Schemes of the ECLTs with various wavelength selectors are shown on consecutive drawings of Fig. 1 . In the text, to follow we shall discuss some more important features of the respective designs.
This paper refers to numerous papers published since the time the ECL lasers were invented and ipso facto containing a variety of notations. To make the text legible, we shall be describing laser performance using notations defined below.
Solitary diode laser
Emitted wavelength
where l is the length of the diode laser cavity, m is the longitudinal mode number, and n is refractive index of the diode material.
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Spectral line-width [24] 
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where R hv gn m g sp , , , , , u G and P, N are the mirror loss, the group velocity of light, the photon energy, the optical confinement factor, the bulk gain at threshold, the spontaneous emission factor, and the laser output power and electron concentration, respectively. Parameter a reflects the strong amplitude -phase coupling of the lasing field in a semiconductor laser resulting from the highly detuned optical gain spectrum. Cavity mode spacing
External cavity laser
On the assumption that the mirror is nonselective and the photon lifetime is significantly longer due to loss-free propagation over a distance L > nl, the cavity mode spacing is
The effects of external feedback on behaviour of an ECL are expected to differ characteristically depending on the distance from the SOA to the reflector and on the reflectivity of the SOA front facet. When this distance is smaller than the output coherence length and the reflectivity is high, the combined SOA and the external reflector system will behave as a laser with a compound cavity [25] . Some of the properties of semiconductor lasers make then the appearance of the external feedback effects somewhat complex. In particular, two following features become essential: l broad gain spectrum half-width, which permits different longitudinal modes of the diode cavity to be excited with a slight change in the external feedback conditions, l very sensitive dependence of the SOA's active region refractive index on the temperature and the excited carrier density. In effect, numerous changes in the dynamic behaviours of the ECL lasers appear explainable only in terms of the compound laser cavity interference effects [25] . Concomitant with reduction of the spontaneous phase fluctuations, the external cavity decouples the resonant laser frequency from the strong dependence on the semiconductor refractive index.
While refractive index fluctuations contribute significantly to the observed bandwidth of a solitary diode laser, for an external cavity laser, they are negligible due to extended cavity filled with air. In result, the ECL system can be made immune to dynamic instabilities and one can expect a stable laser action in a single mode. Since the line-width of such a mode in a solitary laser is on the order of 5 MHz/mW [24] , it is more appropriate to describe the ECL output signal in a category of the single-frequency. What is very essential, however, most ECL designs provide facility for changing this frequency within very wide range of wavelengths and this is why we decided to term them ECTL.
Design of the ECTLs and trade-off associated with the choice of cavity configuration, characteristics of the SOA and wavelength selector performance, must be considered simultaneously. In addition, these features must be integrated into a single opto-mechanical package. Six distinctively different types of wavelength selectors have been used to build ECTLs as has been shown in Fig. 1 . At the very beginning also prisms were tried as the wavelength selector [11] but they did not turned out to be very promising for practical applications. Currently, the main effort is directed towards development of the designs suitable for building optical integrated systems. Nevertheless, the best practical results have been obtained so far with the systems that use bulk mobile gratings in the cavity [26] [27] [28] .
Components essential to operation of ECTLs

Semiconductor optical amplifiers
Operation mechanism and therefore the structure of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) is based on the same principles as those we deal with in technology of the edge emitting diode lasers [29, 30] . Ideally, a tunable external cavity laser should have minimal threshold current and low output power variation across a possibly broad wavelength range of operation. Quantum well (QW) structures are very useful in this respect since they offer low threshold currents, broad laser tuning range, and the ability to tailor the optical gain to a specific wavelength range demanded by a particular laser application. In QW structures, the discrete onset of subbands in joint density of transitions allows for more than one local maximum in the gain spectrum. Specifically, in a single quantum well (SQW) structure, the pumping strength can be adjusted so that, equally high-gain peaks arise from the first and second quantized state transitions, resulting in a wide spectral region of near equal gain [31] . Quantum wells with various profiles of the potential distribution can be applied but most often graded index separatly confined (GRINSCH) structure is employed to benefit low temperature sensitivity of the threshold current observed for such structures [32] . A theoretical model for the gain of QW lasers with such a well profile has been proposed showing that a nearly constant gain can be achieved over an extended spectral range [31] . Experimentally this was shown for a single well AlGaAs graded--index separate-confinement heterostructure [32] . One of the key issues in the quest for more broadband operation is the band-filling range. Incorporating pseudomorphic In x Ga 1-x As quantum wells in an Al y Ga 1-y As-GaAs material system has resulted in a structure which allows for an increased band filling and tuning range extending to 130 nm [30] (845.4 nm < l < 975.6 nm). However, broadly tunable QW laser diodes have been mainly focused on materials which contain multiple identical wells (MQW) [33, 26] including QWs with strained layers [34] . In addition, gain calculations and experiments have shown that a wider and flatter gain profile than that of a material which consists of say three identical QWs can be obtained when we use non-identical QWs [35] with different QW width or barrier height. In particular, so-called staggered MQW [36] and step-graded index MQW structures [32] provided a wide gain spectral range. Using the feedback of an external cavity grating which induces carrier redistribution to a specific well through mode competition and spectral variations in carrier lifetime leads to tailoring of the wavelength range. Emphasis put on particular bands of the gain spectrum through preferential population of the wells becomes feasible in such structures [35] . In the wavelength region of 950 nm staggered MQW structures enabled tuning range of 80 nm [36] , while structures with step-graded index MQW operated at the wavelengths from 1440 to 1640 nm demonstrated particularly wide tuning range of 200 nm [32] . Lasers used in the latter experiment were grown on an InP substrate. They comprised an undoped active layer that consisted of four InGaAs quantum wells having thickness of 9 nm and spaced by 22.5-nm-thick barriers. The graded index layer was composed of a series of four step-like lattice-matched InGaAsP layers with successively increasing band gaps represented by l = 1.04,1.12, l.21, and l.25 µm. A similar laser with regard to the active region structure demonstrated operation in the wavelength region extending from 1320 nm to 1562 nm that translates to 242 nm of continuous tuning [26] .
A great number of various III-V material systems have been used to make the SOAs. Most often they were just the same as those that serve as material for fabrication of diode lasers and their choice depended on the required wavelength range of laser operation. Geometry of the SOA waveguide may be different and in practice varies from a narrow-stripe-burried heterostructure [29] to a broad-stripe ridge-wave guide diode laser chip with configuration typical for high power diode lasers [37] . In quest to increase output power of the ECTLs, a tapered amplifier gain--guided design has been tested and shown to be a very effective one [38] . High output continuous wave (CW) powers (> 1 W) in a single-lobed diffraction limited beam have been achieved from a variety of material systems. In particular, broad tuning ranges at around 1 W power levels have been demonstrated at the wavelengths near 860 nm with the use of the ECTLs based on the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures [38] . Other demonstrations of about 0.5 W power levels at various wavelength ranges followed soon [39, 40] . By way of example, in Ref. 41 , it has been described a high power (> 1 W CW, and 3 W quasi CW) ECTL that exhibited near-diffraction limited, broadly tunable (~20 nm) single longitudinal mode performance at the wavelength near 970 nm. The ECTL comprised the SOA made from the InGaAs/AlGaAs material system.
Apart from the gain, the most important difference between a diode laser and the SOA is that the latter should be deprived of the ability of lasing. This can be achieved by remowing the optical feedback through diminishing reflectivity of the facets that otherwise would form a F-P cavity. It is known that tunable range of the ECTL's with an external grating may be limited less by the gain spectral width of the SOA than by reflectance of the SOA's front facet and coupling efficiency between this facet and the grating. To make the facet in question possibly transparent it is coated with an AR (antireflective) film that secures reflectivity on the order of 10 -3 -10 -4 . Most often this is just a l/4
External cavity wavelength tunable semiconductor lasers -a review thin layer of SiN x , Al 2 O 3 , or SiO 2 . Optimum tuning results are obtained when the wavelength of the minimum reflectivity of the AR coating is aligned to the peak in the spontaneous emission excited in the structure. However, as the lasing wavelength shifts from the original gain peak of the solitary diode laser, the carrier density must increase to compensate for the decrease in the gain. Thus, the gain peak of the ECL necessarily shifts toward the shorter wavelength. This suggests that it would be advantageous to set the optimum wavelength of the AR coating to a wavelength shorter than the gain peak of the original SOA. It is almost impossible, unfortunately, to completely suppress the influence of the internal mode of the diode laser over the entire tunable range of the broad-band ECTL. This is because the AR coating technique optimizes the anti-reflectivity within a finite wavelength range. Outside that range, the internal mode seriously affects the tunability of the ECTL and some other method must be found of effectively controlling the internal mode. Such controlling is possible either by changing the injection current or the temperature. However, changing the injection current changes the output power, and changing the temperature takes a fairly long response time. These methods are thus not suitable for good control of the internal mode. To cope with this problem, a two--section SOA was proposed [42] which employed a phase control (PC) section for controlling the internal mode. By injecting current into this section, the refractive index of the PC section changes in a way analogous to that already utilized for a multi-section DBR diode lasers [7] . Using this approach, a 1.5 µm tunable laser with a wide wavelength tuning range of 154 nm has been fabricated [42] .
SOA chips composed of the gain and phase sections fabricated from the InGaAsP/InP material system have been also reported in Ref. 43 . In this case, in order to cover the desired wavelength range, the structure of the gain section comprised three different types of quantum wells with appropriately shifted band-gap wavelengths (Dl g = 10 nm). The heterostructure layer sequence were that of double channel planar buried diode lasers while the phase region was bulk type and consisted of quaternary material with a band gap wavelength of 1.4 µm. Both sections have been integrated monolithically using butt joint technology.
In conclusion, standard diode laser chips can serve as the SOA in various ECTL systems if only their front facet can be made antireflective. Yet better performance can be expected if the gain region comprises multi-quantum structures designed to enlarge the gain spectral range.
Choice of the reflectivity of the SOA's rear facet depends on the way the output beam is collected from the particular ECTL set-up. It may be close to 100% when the beam reflected from the grating is used as the output [30] or as low as 0.2% when the SOA is fiber pigtailed [41] .
Diffraction gratings
Standard reflective diffraction gratings holographic or blazed [44] can be used successfully in the systems described above, providing that they have been selected with proper care to satisfy conditions specified in Sect. 2.3. It is also essential to use gratings with high enough efficiency to diminish optical losses in the ECTL system. Gratings have in general a high reflectivity of about 85% for the S-plane (i.e., when the wave electric vector is perpendicular to the grating grooves) and a low reflectivity on the order of about 15% for the P-plane (electric vector parallel to the grating grooves), both figures depending on the kind of the particular grating [45] . However, considering optimum orientation of the grating with respect to the SOA, if the latter has geometry of a broad contact ridge waveguide which is most common, the following aspects must be taken into account: l output beam emitted by semiconductor ridge waveguide quantum well lasers is mainly TE polarized in the plane of the p-n junction, l quantum well diode lasers with active region stripes wider than about 10 µm tend to operate in a fundamental transverse mode; on the other hand it is difficult to avoid excitation of multimode action in the lateral plane, l due to asymmetry in dimensions of the active region the output beam is elliptical in cross-section with divergence of 60°and 10°in the plane perpendicular and parallel to the p-n junction, respectively. Taking all this into account, in practical applications as a rule the SOA is oriented with the plane of its active region parallel to the grating grooves. In some designs though, the SOA's was positioned perpendicular to the grating grooves with satisfactory results, may be because the system was built in the Littman configuration [28] .
Bulky glass gratings determine the size of the ECL system and therefore some attempts have been made to substitute them by gratings made of silicon. The additional advantage such gratings present is that this could be useful for the ECLs developed in MOEM (micro-opto-electro-mechanical) technology [46] . Silicon gratings can be made in many ways, i.e., using holography [47] , by lithography [44] , or direct electron beam (E-beam) writing and etching [48] . Each method brings good results and economical reasons may decide which one of them will be chosen. Profile of the grating grooves depends on the particular method used for their fabrication. The E-beam writing process combined with reactive ion eching (RIE) delivers gratings with rectangular grooves which have been found quite satisfactory for ECTL operation [49] . In addition, this method is particularly compatible with other processing operations involved in the MOEM technology since it enables pattern generation without any primary mask.
A problem of the optimum groove profile has been not yet solved neither theoretically nor experimentally. Efficiency diagrams of the gratings made holographically and by E-beam writing followed by RIE are shown in Fig. 2 . The diagrams display grating efficiency versus wavelength and the Littrow angle of incidence for as measured for two polarizations, with electric vector E parallel and perpendicular to the grating grooves.
Wavelength selective mirrors
An effort put to eliminate bulk pivoting gratings from the ECTL designs has led to the idea that they could be substituted by a tunable wavelength selective grating structures operating at normal incidence. This should be feasible if parameters of the grating and the waveguide were designed to enforce lateral confinement of the light within the set-up and to control the spectral bandwidth and angular width of the beam. The structures have been materialized and termed "grating waveguide structures" (GWS) [50] , "sub--wavelength resonant gratings" (SRG) [51] or "resonant grating mirror" [52] . A ray picture model applicable to high finesse structures of this type is displayed in Fig. 3 .
In the simplest form, the resonant GWS is comprised of a substrate, a waveguide layer, and a grating layer. When a plane wave is incident normally on the GWS and the grating is symmetric about the axis along the waveguide, the coupling processes are also symmetric about this axis. As a result, two identical modes propagating in opposite direction will be excited. The grating simultaneously serves then as an element for coupling the incident plane wave to waveguide modes and also as a Bragg reflector for the modes. Bragg reflection creates a standing wave pattern between the modes laterally so we can describe the structure as being in both transverse and lateral resonance. The key feature is the relative phase shift between the incident and the diffracted waves, which results in destructive interference. Experiments that support theoretical modelling have been reported in detail in Ref. deposition (MO CVD) and selective RIE processing on InGaAs/InP substrate have shown spectral characteristics typical for a resonance. The spectral bandwidth was down to the subnanometer range and significant transmission and reflection change, as well as high contrast ratio were achieved. The semiconductor structures could modulate laser light at relatively high rates by applying an external varying electric field. In particular, modulation of the reflected intensity at the frequencies up to 10 MHz was demonstrated with these active GWS at the wavelength of 1.55-µm. It is expected that GWS with smaller active areas could be modulated at even higher frequencies. A tunable laser with a thermally tuned SRG as an external mirror was demonstrated in Ref. 51 . A liquid-crystal sub-wavelength resonant grating (LC-SRG), as an electrically tuned wavelength-selective mirror in the external cavity, was employed in this experiment. This kind of filter is attractive because of its inherently simple and compact structure, narrow and sharp reflection peak, and normal incidence operation without any higher order diffraction loss. It was shown that the laser output light can be controlled by an external cavity incorporating sub-wavelength optical elements [53] and the concept of using fixed-wavelength resonant gratings in a laser cavity to force single-wavelength lasing was previously demonstrated for large-area semiconductor lasers [54] . In addition, it has been found that the peak reflection wavelength of an SRG is sensitive to the refractive index of the cladding material on top of the grating structure [55] . If means are provided to vary the effective index of the waveguide mode, the wavelength at which resonant reflection takes place at normal incidence is changed and the laser emits at a different wavelength. One of the ways to obtain a tunable SRG is to place a cladding layer of nematic liquid crystal (LC) on top of a sub-wavelength grating to tune the resonant frequency of the SRG. Schematic cross-section of this device is displayed in Fig. 4 . Two indium tin oxide (ITO) layers, seen on the drawing, play the role of transparent electric contacts. Voltage applied to these contacts produces in the LC layer an electric field.
For a normal incident light with a wavelength at the resonance of the device, it excites a leaky waveguide mode in a homogeneous silicon nitride (SiN x ) layer that is underneath the sub-wavelength gratings due to grating coupling. This leaky mode interacts with the zeroth-order waves and in theory results in complete reflection and zero transmission for plane incident wave and infinite gratings [50] . In practice, there will be a certain amount of transmission at resonance depending on the coupling strength of the gratings. The gratings can thus also serve as the laser output facet. For all other wavelengths, no waveguide mode is excited and, therefore, they pass straight through except for the Fresnel interfacial reflections. The resonant wavelength can be tuned electrically through voltage applied to the liquid-crystal cell.
An electric field tunes orientation of the bi-refringent nematic liquid-crystal molecules, leading to a change in refractive index of the liquid-crystal layer for a linearly polarized, normal incident light and hence, a shift in the resonant peak wavelength of the SRG. Using such a tunable reflective filter as a mirror in the laser allows the tuning of the laser wavelength.
Optical configurations of the ECTLs
Littrow and Littman configurations
The two principal designs of the external cavity laser systems with bulk diffraction gratings as dispersive wavelength selectors are shown more in detail in Fig. 5 . They are named Littrow (due to the Littrow retro-diffraction geometry) and Littman or grazing-incidence configurations (sometimes referred to as Littman/Metcalf's [56, 57] ). The lasing wavelength in each of these designs is determined by the centre of the grating dispersion curve, which is given by the well-known grating equation
Here m denotes any integer (called the diffraction order), l is the centre wavelength, d is the grating groove spacing, j i is the incident angle (measured with respect to grating normal), and j d is the diffracted angle.
In the Littrow cavity, the grating is positioned at the Littrow angle under which the incident and diffracted angles are equal, i.e., j i = j d = q. Equation (6) reduces then to the following
Most frequently the 1 st order diffracted beam (m = -1) is reflected collinear with the incident beam and re-imaged on the AR coated SOA facet, although higher diffraction orders are also used in some designs [44] .
Adequately to the Rayleigh criterion, the resolving power of the grating in the Littrow configuration is expressed by [47] 
where W is the distance covered by the beam on the grating when measured in a direction perpendicular to the grooves. We can derive from Eq. (8) that the retro-reflected laser frequency v g imposed by the grating is given by
This is the centre frequency of a feedback band-pass filter whose width Dv g can be calculated from Eq. (9) and is inversely proportional to the number of grating lines N illuminated. That is,
Typically, a several cavity-longitudinal modes lie within the grating pass-band in dispersion-less vacuum--filled cavity of the length L. The cavity mode spacing Dv m termed also free spectral range (FSR) is given by
where T g , is the group delay and may be assumed equal to T g = 2L/c. This yields the more familiar expression for longitudinal-mode spacing in the ECL systems
To enhance cavity dispersion (and thus, enhance wavelength sensitivity) by narrowing the cavity pass-band in some Littrow designs, an etalon can be inserted into the cavity between the lens and the grating [11] . Its free spectral range must be greater than the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the Littrow grating bandwidth, and its finesse must be high enough to increase the wavelength selectivity by roughly a factor 10. This technique will force the cavity to operate single mode but it greatly complicates the tuning. The etalon must be tuned synchronously with the grating and cavity length.
Considering Eqs. (8) and (9), the angle of incidence q should be as high as possible since this results in increase of the total path difference W on the grating and allows for using a grating with the reasonably small period d. This would also increase the spectral angular dispersion dq/dl of the grating that may be derived from Eq. (7) . (13) It comes out from Eq. (13) that the dispersion in the Littrow first order can be made as large as one wishes by making d approach l/2.
Tuning of the external cavity lasers in Littrow configuration is accomplished via wavelength selective properties of the grating feedback. According to Eq. (9), change of the angle q by rotating the grating about the axis parallel to the grooves tunes the laser to a unique diffracted wavelength while nearby wavelengths are returned from the grating at differing angles and thus are suffering greater losses. We should understand, however, that the laser wavelength is determined by a combination of the standing-wave condition, or cavity length and the centre wavelength of the grating feedback, i.e., a grating angle. As the grating rotates the laser tunes by hopping from one longitudinal mode to the next. To tune between the cavity longitudinal modes, the cavity length must be adjusted in such a way that the cavity longitudinal mode wavelength matches the wavelength of the grating in the retro-reflection conditions. A mode hop occurs when the difference between the modal and grating frequencies (v m and v g , respectively) exceeds half of the FSR, i.e., when
Proper tuning involves therefore changing the diffraction angle as well as the external cavity length so that, the mode structure of the external cavity and the diffraction peak of the grating remain superimposed. This is equivalent to maintaining the same number of waves in the cavity at all wavelengths and places strict requirements on the mechanical tolerances and relative motions associated with the laser/grating/mirror combination. Continuous tuning becomes therefore a cumbersome two-step procedure. Nevertheless such tuning by simultaneous cavity-length changing and grating rotation has been demonstrated by several au- thors [58] [59] [60] [61] using mechanical devices to synchronize the two motions. Fortunately, a continuous tuning range, greater than half of the FSR, can be accomplished by rotating the grating about a carefully chosen pivot. This problem has been considered by a number of authors [62] [63] [64] [65] and it was shown that the optimum pivot is located at the intersection between the grating plane and the line parallel to the rear facet of the diode.
Analysis of the relevant equations leads to the conclusion that the optimum pivot location for continuous tuning is situated along the line
which is in the distance of x o = -L o from the rear mirror of the SOA [64] . The L o and q o are defined in Fig. 6 . In Ref. 65 , a Doppler-shift model was used to obtain a value for the tuning range and position of the ideal grating pivot was calculated for laser cavities containing any number of dispersive elements, which introduce not only group delay dispersion, but also frequency-dependent offset and tilt of the resonator optical axis. In addition, the continuous tuning range as a function of the pivot location error has been analyzed in order to find out tolerances for laser mechanical design.
It should be remembered, however, that according to detailed calculations given in Refs. 64 and 65, although the tuning range in the vicinity of the optimum pivot becomes extremely large, the tolerance to pivot location error in the y direction remains very restrictive depending on the particular ECL's cavity configuration and dimensions.
A second mirror of the ECL cavity is formed by the rear facet of the SOA (see Fig. 1 ). If this mirror is to serve as the output of the laser, its reflectivity must be appropriately adjusted so that to obtain highest possible output. The other way that can be chosen is to use as the output the reflected zero-th order beam. In that case the rear facet reflectivity should be made close to 100%. Such design takes the advantage of the fact that no matter how well the grating has been matched, some laser radiation will be diffracted into the zero-th order. Since this loss is unavoidable it can be put to use to extract radiation from the laser. However, when the grating is rotated in the Littrow configuration the zero-th order output also rotates, by the law of specular reflection. This inconvenience can be avoided by using special optical configurations with appropriately located optical elements [66] . But perhaps the simplest solution is to use additional mirrors rotated together with the grating by mechanical means [67] .
The disadvantage of the Littrow geometry caused by deflection of the output as the wavelength is tuned can be eliminated by using a grazing-incidence configuration [ Fig.  5(b) ] commonly called "Littman". In this configuration cavity design uses a double pass through the grating and the incidence angle is much steeper than in the Littrow case (nominally 85°against around 30°in the Littrow case). The first-order diffracted beam is retro-reflected using an additional mirror. The double-pass scheme, coupled with grazing incidence on the grating, for which dispersion is extremely large, results in producing at least twice the dispersion present in the Littrow cavity and therefore excellent wavelength sensitivity without additional use of an etalon. The dispersion in the grazing incidence configuration cavity is further enhanced, relative to the dispersion of the Littrow cavity, because the diffraction grating is used at grazing incidence where the dispersion is extremely high due to large number of grooves (N) encountered by the incident beam. The zeroth grating order forms the output, and the laser is tuned by rotating the mirror.
The narrow pass-band of the external cavity determines the number of the cavity modes that can be supported, given that the intrinsic diode gain is essentially flat over the entire dispersion width. In typical technical solutions the bandwidth corresponding to this dispersion is on the order of 2.7 GHz and 35 GHz for the Littman and Littrow configurations, respectively. From this perspective, it is clear why the grazing-incidence cavity has also the potential for higher mode stability. The grating bandwidth in the latter can be configured to support a single external cavity mode, whereas the Littrow configuration may in some cases support a finite number of modes.
The advantages of the grazing-incidence configuration can be further enhanced by substitution of the tilted mirror in the system shown in Fig. 5(b) by a grating [68] . The system comprises then two gratings and tuning of the laser is accomplished by rotation of the Littrow grating. Dispersion of the grazing-incidence grating and that of the Littrow one must add for improved operation. It has been shown that the double-grating configuration has the advantages of less-steep tuning curve and provides a single-pass line--width that is almost a factor of 2 narrower than that of the single-grating design [12] . However, for single mode operation of a double-grating laser, several parameters must be carefully determined. cavity length as much as possible so that the FSR between adjacent cavity modes is large enough. Secondly, the rotation mount must be carefully designed. Otherwise the scan is subject to mode hops, in which one mode fades out while another fades in as the Littrow grating is rotated.
Electronically tunable ECLs
Mechanical tuning of the ECTLs performed by moving the grating either by motor or a piezo-electric actuator, although rather simple, has unfortunately couple of disadvantages. It is difficult to achieve high repetition rates, high frequency tuning speeds, and a good reproducibility. To address these problems we can incorporate into the cavity a fixed electro-optical crystal. When a voltage is applied across such a crystal, a change of refraction index that is proportional to the electric field takes place. That changes the optical length in the crystal, which obviously in turn tunes the laser. The tuning action obviously can be carried out very rapidly due to the character of the electro-optic (EO) phenomenon. The maximum mode-hop-free tuning range unfortunately still remains restricted by the mode spacing of the cavity, nevertheless such mode-hop-free tuning operation across 10 GHz bandwidth has been demonstrated in practice using an EO crystal cut as a prism that due to its shape was matching elongation and deflection effects [13] . Yet another concept presented in Ref. 14 yielded a five times higher frequency-change-voltage ratio and a frequency-tuning interval more than three times higher than those obtained with the prism approach. The increased sensitivity was achieved mainly due to optimization of the shape and thickness of the EO crystal that was used in this design. Maximum tuning speed achieved was 1.5 GHz/µs. A new approach to laser tuning has been based on the notion that function of the wavelength selective element in the ECL can be fulfilled by a pair of acousto-optic (AO) devices accommodated inside the cavity with an etalon and a fixed mirror [16] . Fast and accurate selection of the lasing wavelength should be possible then to perform through varying the drive frequency of the AO devices. The notion has proved practical although turned out quite complicated. The ECLT described in Ref. 15 comprised an AO tunable filter and an AO Bragg cell modulator. The filter had the property that for an incident plane-polarized signal, a narrow region of the optical spectrum was diffracted into the orthogonal polarization and the peak wavelength of the filtered spectrum was a function of the acoustic wave frequency. An unavoidable consequence of the filtering operation was that the optical wave was frequency shifted. To restore polarization and compensate this frequency shift, a second AO device with the frequency shift equal and opposite to that of the AO tunable filter was placed inside the cavity. An AO Bragg cell modulator was used for that purpose but a second AO tunable filter could be used as well. With the second device in place, the optical signal returned to its initial frequency upon making a round trip through the laser cavity, hence single-mode operation was possible. The second AO device also provided additional flexibility since the relative phase of the electric driving signals applied to the AO devices could be varied to interpolate between the Fabry-Pérot modes of the external cavity. None continuous tuning was achieved in the cited work but the method is believed to be capable to deliver such tuning. In any case, the lasing wavelength in the experiment could be changed electronically within 10 µs or faster.
Interesting results have been obtained through integration of an etalon in combination with a tunable filter to select a specific channel as shown in Fig. 7 [17, 43] . The SOA chip contained a gain and a phase section, the mirror was a liquid crystal-based tunable filter. The etalon acted as a periodic filter or grid generator of which the transmission peaks were fixed and aligned to the required frequency channels. It thus assisted in suppression of the cavity modes neighbouring the SOA cavity mode. The liquid crystal-based tunable mirror worked in the reflection mode and served as a wavelength selector owing to its wavelength dependent reflectivity. It exhibited one reflection peak over a very wide wavelength range by adjusting the amplitude of the ac voltage signal [ Fig. 7(b) ]. In result, the device required only two parameters to tune the wavelength, namely the phase section current and the voltage applied to the tunable mirror. The integration of the phase control on the chip made possible to avoid the need for mechanical tuning of the cavity length. In an ideal situation, as shown in Fig. 7(b) , a maximum feedback from the external cavity that results in a local maximum of the forward output power at the wavelength selected by the phase current and position of the LC mirror's reflection peak due to the voltage polarizing the mirror. For a solid state etalon, dispersion of its material induces a wavelength-dependent FSR that results in an intrinsic limitation of the maximum achievable wavelength accuracy at a fixed temperature setting of the thermo-electric cooler.
External cavity lasers with waveguide Bragg gratings (WBG)
The tunable solitary diode lasers with Bragg gratings (DFB) belong now to a well established signal sources in the WDM fibre network. However, low production costs become very essential along with rapid growth of demand for broad-band high speed and low cost the Internet services, so-called, WDM-passive optical network (WDM-PON) [69] . It has been widely recognized that success of the WDM-PON in entering the broad-band network market depends on the development of low-cost optical components, especially WDM light sources which should be completely flexible in the wavelength allocation to subscribers. One of the proposed solutions is an ECTL configuration with Bragg gratings as external reflectors [69] . In favour of that choice is high thermal stability of this configuration. In particular, hybrid integrated ECTLs composed of Bragg grating written in planar lightwave circuits have attracted a lot of interest because they are suitable for mass production at relatively low cost and offer long-term stability [19] . To bring nearer the idea of an ECTL with the planar waveguide and Bragg grating (WBG), such a laser system is presented on a schematic drawing of Fig. 8 . Apart of the SOA, it consists of a LiNbO 3 substrate showing a high EO tuning slope at 1.5 µm. A 13 mm-long Bragg grating was engraved via photoreactive effect in a Fe-doped section of the waveguide by a holographic setup with an argon laser. The built-in EO phase section makes the laser tunable. Similar idea has been exploited also in other works [70] . Intrinsic stability of the device has been here enhanced by integrating the phase section and the grating in a single device. Another advantage of this design is the drastic reduction of the voltage needed for frequency scans. This type of the ECTL structure can also be based on a waveguide platform made from a polymer to decrease the cost [69] . In this approach, a 2-mm long WBG was written by the E-beam lithography process. The obtained peak reflectivity and the FWHM bandwidth of the WBG were around 30%, and about 0.45-0.6 nm, respectively. It was therefore suspected that 3-4 longitudinal modes existed within the WBG reflection bandwidth. The laser was tuned by changing temperature of the waveguide. A Cr-Au metal heater was used for that purpose. Since the dn/dT of the polymer waveguide is negative, the lasing wavelength was almost linearly proportional to the generated heating power.
A survey of selected practical ECTL systems and their parameters
A plethora of ECTLs constructions have been tried but not all of them proved to be practical. The obtained parameters show nevertheless the range one can expect and they have been listed in Table 1 . So far, designs with mobile bulk grating performing in the Littrow configuration are most widely used [27, 61, 71, 72] . Their characteristics depend obviously on the particular design, but in general they show typical features displayed in diagrams of Fig. 9 [49] . Characteristics plotted in these diagrams were measured for a simple Littrow configuration [ Fig. 5(a) ] with the SOA comprising an InGaAs/AlGaAs single quantum well (SQW) structure. The grating was rotated and translated mechanically. The SOA chip was oriented in such a way that the chip was coaxial with the optical axis of the system and the p-n junction plane was parallel to the grating grooves to comply with the results of discussion in Sect. 2.2. Moreover, we have found that configuration in which the QW plane was perpendicular to the grooves was totally ineffective. The grating did not select any particular mode and no tuning of the ECTL was observed for this configuration. The most probable reason for this result was that the grating was playing the role of a relatively broadband feedback due to multimode operation of our broad contact diode lasers that usually takes place along the lateral direction in the cavity. Such observation was also confirmed by the results published elsewhere [73] . Line-width of the operating ECTL mode and the wavelength tuning range are among the most important parameters of the lasers in question. Obtained results published in the literature differ significantly depending on many factors. Measurements of the line width are heavily related to the method and instruments used in their course. Nevertheless an external cavity with a grating in Littrow mount produced a line-width of 10 kHz [74] . This line-width was later considerably narrowed to as low as 300 Hz by appropriate detuning of the external cavity feedback phase from the resonance with the field reflected from the AR-coated facet of the SOA [75] . Magnitude of the optimal detuning depended on the facet reflectivity. However, not all levels of detuning were always possible, the combined reflectivity of the SOA facet and grating had to exceed that of the facet alone if the external cavity is to maintain control of the laser.
Tuning characteristics may not necessarily reveal continuous tuning since quite often mode hoping is hidden in the recorded spectrum. True continuous tuning over a wide band has been reported in rather small number of cases. A classic solution that used a motorized translation stage to simultaneously vary the cavity length and rotate a grating is described in Ref. 61 . In another approach continuous tuning range equal to 50 GHz in the region of 1510-1560 nm was achieved by combined rotation-translation of the grating using three independent piezoelectric transducers (PZT) that controlled the grating rotation and cavity length [76]. Such make up has allowed in addition for housing the laser in an extremely small package. In Ref. 77 , there is described an ECTL system that enabled a continuous tuning within the range of 1020 GHz (approximately 2.3 nm at 830 nm) using a single PZT that simultaneously rotated the grating and varied the cavity length. In that case, modulation was more straightforward than for tuning scheme employed in Ref. 76 since there was no need to synchronize the control of multiple transducers. In general, the tuning spectral range depends on the SOA gain spectrum, AR coating and configuration of the ECTL. The record number so far reached was 242 nm for the laser operating in the 1.5 µm band. Relevant numbers characterizing other lasers described in the literature are given in Table 1 . Despite the great effort put to improve the lasers with mobile bulk diffraction grating their major disadvantages still wait to be eliminated. The main problem is to ensure thermal and mechanical stability of the laser, high wavelength selectivity and wide-range mode hope-free tuning. Any lateral translations of the SOA chip can result in variations in the optical gain in the cavity and induce rather complicated changes in the laser output power while axial translations of the SOA can perturb the resonant frequencies of the compound cavity of the laser. Stabilized fixed position of the grating and remaining optical components is required for the same reasons. Equally important are any changes in the SOA chip temperature that might give rise to variation in the gain spectrum and optical path length within the solitary diode itself.
The external cavity mode structure is essentially a comb function and numerous possible modes exist under the relatively broad gain curve of the SOA. The loss curve of the grating ideally would allow selection of only a single one of these modes. Therefore the width of the grating dispersion must be narrow enough to support as few modes as possible in order to maintain single mode operation although it was determined that such operation did not depend critically on the grating dispersion. Nevertheless, any instability in the cavity invokes mode hoping which is also encouraged by the residual cavity of the SOA that still functions inside the longer external cavity formed by the grating. Moreover, in the case of broad contact SOAs the gain may be no uniformly distributed in the plane of the active area due to the material nonhomogeneities and temper- ature gradient. To diminish finesse of the residual cavity, reflectivity of the SOA's AR-coated facet must be made low enough so that the modulation of the SOA's gain curve was insignificant. For maximum grating dispersion, the gain chip should be mounted in the ECL cavity with its junction plane parallel to the grating grooves as discussed in Sect. 2.2.
As it was already mentioned, to ensure that the same mode is always selected by the grating when tuning the laser, the cavity length must be properly adjusted. Rotation of the grating combined with its linear translation have been very often used for that purpose [58, 67] . The combined effect of simultaneous translation and rotation can also be achieved in a single motion by rotating the grating about a remote point located in precisely chosen place (see Sect. 2.3).
Quite often speed with which the laser can be tuned is also essential. Mechanical arrangements are in this respect beyond consideration but piezoelectric translators may offer a satisfactory solution [77] .
Despite all the difficulties, investigations of various hybrid grating external-cavity semiconductor lasers continue to be pursued mainly due to their outstanding spectral performance. Although a great emphasis usually is being put on the quality of the components used to construct ECLs, some designs show that even low cost commercial components can be used to make these lasers with satisfactory parameters. By way of example the laser described in Ref. 27 featured a very rigid construction and good parameters. Its cavity was constructed on a mirror mount, eliminating the need for the milled base plate with separate diode, collimating lens and grating assemblies of other designs. The total length of the extended cavity was about 20 mm, which was long enough to reduce the line-width below 1 MHz, while at the same time the corresponding mode spacing of 8 GHz was large enough to provide a useful continuous scan range and robust single frequency operation before making a much larger hop corresponding to the 50 GHz free spectral range of the solitary laser diode cavity. The continuous frequency scans of 8 GHz could be achieved using a PZT alone and larger continuous scans were expected with appropriate synchronous translation and rotation of the grating. The laser could also be tuned discontinuously over a range of about 20 nm around the free-running wavelength of the solitary laser diode by rotating the grating (see also Table 1 ).
Many applications in nonlinear optics, e.g., photo-mixing or spatially resolved spectroscopic measurements taken by using distributed optical fiber networks, require output powers of more than 100 mW but with the same excellent spectral properties like single frequency operation and broad continuous tuning ranges. Wavelength tunable emission with output powers of up to l W has been obtained in different wavelength ranges by using tapered amplifiers operating in external grating cavities [38] . However, substantial drawback of those laser systems was the missing capability of continuous wavelength tuning in a stable single frequency mode. This difficulty has been overcome by using a wavelength tunable low power single frequency oscillator in combination with a semiconductor optical amplifier [39] . Function of the oscillator played an ECTL in Littman configuration, whose emission was tunable without mode hops across the entire 20 nm gain spectral profile. The amplifier was a GaAs/GaAlAs quantum well tapered geometry structure with a peak gain at 782 nm and a spectral bandwidth of 20 nm. The input width of the active area increased from nearly 5 µm up to 150 µm at the output facet. Both facets have been AR-coated with a residual reflectivity of approximately 1% at the small end of the taper and 0.1% at the large end [39] . Using appropriate optics and a 60-dB Faraday isolator, at the input power of 2.4 mW emitted by the ECTL, the system was capable to deliver the output power up to 500 mW limited by gain saturation.
Advantages gained by using ECLs have turned out to be a sufficient argument to implement these devices to series production. Designs of those available on the market, in general, follow classic technical solutions based on using mobile bulk gratings with the external cavity in Littrow or Littman configurations. Some additional optical elements are usually included into these designs to improve optical parameters of the lasers. Special effort is made to attain highly stabilized operation and continuous tuning. Taking advantages offered by different semiconductor structures employed as SOAs, we now can make ECTLs suitable for operation at any wavelength in the range extending from UV up to far-infrared. Particularly interesting are developments focused on increasing the laser output power without sacrificing ability to their single frequency operation and tunability. By way of example, an ECTL of a compact design has been described in Ref. 40 that was capable to emit optical beam of an excellent quality (M 2 < 1.2) with the output power reaching 1 W at the wavelength range from 775 to 785 nm. The line width of this emission was in the region of a few megahertz and side mode suppression was better than 55 dB. The laser output signal could be modulated up to 100 MHz and tuned mode-hop-free across 15 GHz at the rate of 1 kHz when using a piezoelectric actuator.
External cavity lasers in the grazing-incidence configuration are reported in the literature rather rarely. This might be caused by relatively more complicated make up and higher optical requirements involved with double dispersing by the grating. It is also believed that AR coating of the SOA front facet must provide lower reflectivity than it is necessary in the Littrow configuration. However, in Ref. 28 , an ECTL in grazing-incidence configuration has been described that used a standard optical components and a commercial GaAlAs diode laser. Geometry of the laser cavity was like the one shown in Fig. 5(b) . It was simple three-mirror cavity that consisted of a high-reflection-coated rear facet of the diode laser, SOA gain medium, collimating lens, a 1800-line/ mm holographic diffraction grating at grazing incidence and an external mobile mirror. One end of the laser cavity was the rear facet of the diode laser with HR coating and about 97% reflectivity. The other end was the external mirror. The front facet of the SOA had an AR coat-ing that had a reflectivity estimated to be between 2% and 10%. Unlike in majority lasers described in the literature, the junction plane of the SOA in this ECTL system was oriented perpendicularly to the grooves of the diffraction grating. The diffraction angle and diffraction efficiency into the first order were measured to be approximately 85°and 40%, respectively. The diffraction grating at grazing incidence served for wavelength selection and output coupling. The first-order reflection from the grating was reflected back into the laser by the external mirror. Neglecting coupling losses, about 15% of the power was returned to the SOA and the internal cavity modes of the solitary diode laser were therefore strongly coupled to the external cavity. The zeroth-order reflection from the grating was the output of the laser. The laser frequency was tuned by rotating and translating the external mirror.
The average length of the laser cavity was roughly 12 cm which corresponded to an axial mode spacing of 1.2 GHz. The laser emitted beam of single frequency, had a narrow linewidth of 10 kHz, and was continuously tunable over the range of 20 nm (see Table 1 ).
Prospects for further progress 4.1. New semiconductor materials
A major advantage of the ECTL configuration is that it may be employed regardless of the material from which we make the SOA. This feature enables to build lasers emitting in very wide wavelength range that is limited only by the availability of the gain chips. So far, a great number of
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ECTLs emitting within the near-infrared wavelength range across 0.8 to 1.6 µm have been described as indicated in the preceding sections but there is still an effort being put into development of new materials and structures that would expand the spectral limits towards both ultraviolet (UV) and far-infrared. The UV emitting ECTLs have immediately appeared after the InGaN/GaN diode laser chips with suitable AR coating had become available [72, 73] . They were soon followed by mid-infrared ECLTs based on the development of GaInAsSb quantum well lasers with AlGaAsSb barriers lattice matched to the GaSb substrates [81] . In the latter, edge-emitting index-guided ridge-waveguide lasers with 6-µm ridge width were used. They operated CW at 2.3 µm and could be tuned within 177 nm [82] .
Totally new opportunities have been opened up when the technology of quantum cascade (QCL) lasers matured enough to make possible fabrication of the SOAs. These lasers can operate in the 3-20 µm wavelength range and it turned out to be a straightforward way to use them as SOAs in the ECTL configuration. Spectral characteristics of the gain in QCLs are of the same shape as those for inter-band lasers [83] and typical QCL structures can be used to make the SOAs. In the particular case described in Ref. 84 , a structure composed of 25 periods of alternating active regions and injectors embodied between lattice-matched GaInAs separate confinement layers was used. The active regions included 4 quantum wells and they were grown on InP substrates by MBE. This process was followed by low--pressure MOCVD growth of the InP layers performing as upper cladding and contact layers. The wafers were processed into F-P mesa waveguide laser chips by chemically assisted ion beam etching. Their back and front facets were subsequently coated with a Si 3 N 4 passivation layer. Then index-coupled DFB structure was imprinted on the ridge. The lasers were pulse operated (100 ns, 1 kHz repetition rate) at room and above the room temperature (390 K), and generated the 5.34-µm wavelength. To form an external cavity the emitted light was collected by a mirror collimator and the feedback was provided by a highly reflecting gold mirror. Introduction of the optical feedback has caused a strong increase in the laser output power, however, the QCLs were as sensitive to optical feedback as the solitary inter-band diode lasers. It turned out that in order to achieve stable laser operation optical feedback should or spectrally controlled by an optical grating. Grating-tuned external-cavity system with a QC laser has been reported in Ref. 85 . An intra-band InGaAs/InAlAs QC structure grown by MBE and fabricated into 10-12-µm-wide ridge waveguide laser was employed. It operated in the 4.5-5.1 µm wavelength range at 80 K temperature. A 4-µm echelle blazed grating was used and mounted in the Littrow configuration with zeroth-order output.
New perspective ECTL systems
So far this paper has been devoted mainly to the macro--scale tunable laser diodes. It is obvious, however, that the micro-scale embodiments have been as well attracting the research interests in recent years. In Ref. 86 , there has been described a micro-fabricated tunable laser diode of 5 × 5 mm size and obtained about 20-nm range wavelength tuning. However, the micro-mirror for this laser diode and its actuator were fabricated using nickel plating and that was incompatible with the integrated circuit (IC). The use of a surface-micro-machined poly-silicon mirror to form an external cavity for the laser diode was reported in Ref. 87 .
Another integrated tunable laser device of 2 × 1.5 mm size was fabricated and studied for potential applications in WDM systems [88] . This device uses a polysilicon three-dimensional (3-D) micromirror integrated with a FP laser diode and a self-contained optical filter. The 3-D micromirror was positioned near (10 µm) to the exit window of the laser diode to form the external cavity. The optical fibre was fixed very close (15 µm) to the rear output window of the laser diode with the intention of directly collecting the output laser beam without the need for optical lenses. To maximize the transmittance and to prevent unnecessary feedback to the laser diode, the end facet of the optical fibre was AR coated. Change of the voltage applied to the comb-drive, caused displacement of the 3-D micromirror and executed change of the external cavity length thus tuning the wavelength of' the laser diode.
The movable 3-D micromirror formed by a 1.5-µm--thick polysilicon layer had the size of 300´300 µm and was coated with a 0.5-µm thick gold layer to increase its reflectivity to over 90%. The difference in residual stresses between the polysilicon layer and the gold layer makes slightly deformed the 3-D mirror to a shape of a concave reflector, which was helpful for coupling the reflected beam with the laser diode. Compared with its macroscale and microscale counterparts, this devise had the advantages of compactness, low driving voltage, and better compatibility with IC processes.
Combination of a mocro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) laser diode with an external cavity mirror may be considered as a classic arrangement for the ECTL in the MOEM technology. Two end facets of the laser diode and an additional reflective mirror formed the internal and external rasonant cavities, respectively. The laser operated at the wavelength of 1540 nm and exhibited 0.1-nm linewidth which was yet too large for WDM applications. By changing the length L, the laser could be tuned within a wavelength range of 16 nm but it was observed that the wavelength does not change smoothly all over the tunable range and mode-hoping phenomenon was observed.
Although the approach described above looks in general promising, there is still room for exploitation of dispersive characteristics featured by diffraction gratings integrated with SOAs and modulators in MOEM configurations. An example of the design that uses such an opportunity has been presented in Ref. 79 . The device was operating in the Littman configuration in which the beam emitted by the AR-coated intra-cavity facet of the SOA was collimated by a lens, diffracted by a grating, and frequency-selected by the requirement that the beam be retro-reflected to the SOA along the path selected by the out-of-plane mirror tilt and lens position. Varying the virtual pivot MEMS actuator voltage changed the cavity length and in-plane mirror angle, giving substantial mode-hop-free tuning ranges. The latter could be extended by cavity length adjustment through change of the grating piezoelectric (PZT) actuator voltage. Excellent long-term stability resulted when the MEMS and PZT voltages, as well as the SOA chip current, were controlled by servos with regard to the relative intensity of the zeroth-order etalon-sampled outputs. Best results with respect to jitter were obtained, however, by eliminating the servos and driving the gain chip and actuators directly by low-noise dc sources. The laser operated in the wavelength range of 1527-1567 nm and the obtainable line width was Dv = 15 kHz.
Other options offered by MEMS technology have been presented more in detail in Ref. 46 . The proposed ECTL had the Littrow configuration with the external cavity formed by a grating that retro-reflected 12 th order diffracted beam. The grating was mounted on the elastic cantilever tip with the loads applied by two comb electrostatic actuators. One was used to rotate the grating about the pivot point, while the other provided a linear translation to adjust the cavity length. Geometry of the suspension was designed to simulate the operation of an ideal pivot (see Sect. 2.3). The SOA was a stripe ridge-waveguide InGaAsP device. Emission from the HR coated facet was coupled into a lensed single mode fibre. The external cavity and the tuning elements consisting of a blazed grating, elastic elements and comb drives that were all fabricated by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) of "bonded on silicon-on-insulator" (BOSOI) material. Integration of these gratings with the suspension and the drive had lead to a low cost tuning element. The laser operated at l = 1508 nm and could be tuned to the longer wavelengths over a spectral range of Dl = 20 nm. The spectral selectivity of the grating was sufficient to obtain single mode operation with a side mode suppression ratio of -20 dB.
In attempt to eliminate any mechanical movements of the components in the ECTL set-up, an entirely new approach has been proposed whose idea is shown in Fig. 10 [89]. Although this design is based on the concept of multichannel structures with active stripes [21] , which are beyond the scope of the present review, we are discussing it here because the laser in question may be regarded as a monolithic two-dimensional realisation of an external grating laser by means of a fixed integrated grating and an array of active stripes. This combination replaces a single active element and a rotating grating when one of the stripes is injection pumped and is lasing at the wavelength determined by its position relative to that of the grating. As this geometry is accurately defined by a photolithographic mask, precise determination of the lasing wavelengths is possible at the design stage. A planar InP/InGaAsP/InP double heterostructure waveguide forms the body of the laser between the diffraction grating and the active wave--guiding stripes. The external facets of the active stripes together with the grating constitute the reflective boundaries of the resonant cavity. The grating is formed by a reflective wall vertically etched down through the waveguide core. It is curved in the plane of the device and focuses retro--diffracted light onto the internal ends of the active stripes. These stripes comprise a conventional InGaAs/InGaAsP multi-quantum well (MQW) active region that lies directly on the top of the wave-guiding core, the latter being continuous with the rest of the optical resonator body. This arrangement assures good coupling of the optical mode between the active stripe in the planar guide region. Semi--insulating InP provides current-blocking for electrically pumped stripes and also forms an upper cladding to the planar waveguide. The diffraction geometry employed was a standard 9-mm radius Rowland circle, the grating operated in the 16 th order and was blazed for retro-reflection. Lasing was observed from the active stripes, over a spectral range from about 1500 to 1535 nm. The emission beams were TE polarized and typical emission spectrum of a stripe exhibited single longitudinal mode with the line width below 0.1 nm. The measured wavelength of the laser emission from each stripe was in accordance with its geometric positioning with respect to the diffraction grating. This very high degree of wavelength linearity and spacing accuracy was a direct consequence of photo-lithographically determined geometric definition of the lasing cavity.
Similar concept, as discussed above, has been described by Kirkby in Ref. 90 and further developed by other authors [23, [91] [92] [93] . The device described in Ref. 92 was made from InGaAsP/InP heterostructure and consisted of three sections, active, guide, and diffraction that comprised an optical amplifier (SOA), a phase-control section (PCS), a dispersive element (DE), and an etched diffraction grating (EDG), respectively. Schematic diagram of the device is given in Fig. 11 . All components were monolithically integrated on an InP substrate. The diffraction grating had a shape of a 3-mm-radius Rowland circle echelle grating that worked in the 8 th order Littrow configuration. The design of the device could be easily modified to increase the number of channels and reduce the channel spacing by selection of a proper Rowland radius and grating order for a given grating period and waveguide separation. Wavelength tuning was achieved by current injection into DE and PCS elements and simply corresponded to the mechanical rotation and translation of the grating in a classic ECL. Its tuning mechanism was based on electrically controlled beam deflection exerted by DE pattern and provided by the PCS phase matching between the active, guide and diffraction sections. The beam deflection was induced by refractive index change of the guide within the DE pattern. This was changing the incident angle of the beam at the grating pole and thus tuned the wavelength diffracted from the grating according to the Littrow condition. With its three p-type current electrodes, this device allowed for control of optical gain and optical power via I A current supplied to active section, control of the beam deflection via the current I D to DE pattern and the phase change via current I P to PCS. Therefore, the mutual adjustment of the beam deflection and the phase matching by I D and I P , respectively, would yield continuous wavelength tuning.
The DE pattern deserves special attention. It had two interfaces along the optical path of the beam and at one side it was perpendicular to the waveguide. To determine the curves of the other interface, the light focused back to the waveguide after diffraction by the grating had to be considered. The phase difference between two adjacent grating elements had to be equal to a multiple of 2p for the lasing wavelength l. To achieve the proper relationship more than one pattern could be employed in the laser system.
It should be noted that optical length of the external section and the incident angle on the grating were simultaneously changing with the increase in the DE current. Practically, this length change made selection of the external mode quite difficult and continuous tuning questionable. It was also difficult to obtain wide tuning range and high side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR). In order to overcome these problems, a modified device has been proposed and described in Ref. 93 . It comprised additional reflective channels and was implemented in a Littman configuration based on the Rowland circle construction for a concave grating. The channel separations between the two waveguides on the Rowland circle were designed by the proper selection of the channel spacing for the given grating radius R and the diffraction order m.
Lasing wavelength was selected (or tuned coarsely) by turning on the SOA and the appropriated channel element in the array. This was possible, since different channels lased at different wavelengths in accord with their diffraction and the incident angle of the beam at the grating pole. The lasing mode of each channel was also tuned finely by injecting the current to DE and PCS elements. In conclusion, the proposed device, although very complicated from the point of view of the operation, has been perceived as one of the cost-effective tunable or multi-wavelength sources that would be easy to fabricate by using standard patterning and etching processes. Summing up, perhaps most important is to note that integration of active devices with a fixed Rowland circle grating in Littman configuration may open new prospects for progress in fabrication of the tunable high quality laser sources.
Conclusions
A class of selected tunable semiconductor lasers has been overviewed with the purpose to summarize major developments in the field and to estimate potential for further progress. Characteristic feature of these lasers is that they have a compound resonant cavity called external or sometimes extended one. Such cavity provides new means to stabilize the laser line. This is because the active optical gain medium and its instabilities like those induced by change of temperature play much diminished role due to its minute length when compared with the whole cavity of the laser. The space between the mirrors in the ECTL compound cavity enables placing within it additional elements like etalon or phase controllers which help to tune the laser to required frequency and at least one of the mirrors in the compound cavity is usually frequency selective and acts as a tunable mode filter. In result, extremely narrow line--widths on the order of 10 kHz have been achieved from semiconductor lasers with the facility for tuning them in the wavelength range across of 242 nm. New materials and configurations appear that make these lasers still more attractive due to extension of the operation spectral range. Last but not least, the tunable ECTLs have the potential to be fabricated cheaply enough to promote their applications.
In summary, the advantages of the ECTLs over solitary diode lasers are so important that their future looks encouraging. This conclusion becomes still better supported if we consider multichannel external cavity lasers that are particularly interesting for high density (HD) WDM applications. This latter class of lasers has been omitted, however, in the present review to preserve its possibly concise form.
